Case Study
In 2016 the Australian arm of an
international corporation received a
single typed sheet of paper through their
front office postal slot making a threat to
harm several non-specific staff at a single
location. The paper was passed directly
to the Chief Executive of the company
who, with his Head of HR, decided that
his staff were in danger. They instituted
several actions including security guards,
reduced shifts, alarm systems and
awareness training. The cost was tens of
thousands of dollars and went on for over
a month. At the end of the month the CEO
finally showed the letter to his friend who
he discovered was a threat
assessment practitioner. Examining the
letter only once he told the CEO that
he would rate the threat as very low to
negligible and went so far as to nominate
a current employee as the author. His
friend said, “The intent of this author
was not to harm anyone but to bring this

security issue (poor carpark lighting) to
someone’s attention.” He then asked,
“Did they succeed? Is it well-lit now?” The
CEO said that the carpark was well lit now
and the cost of lighting it was only $199.

bringing some objectivity through
assessing the nature of the threat itself
independently of the other factors
contributing to the ultimate decision.

If you are reading this it is likely that you
make decisions about risk or that you
support the people who do. Paul Slovic,
President of Decision Research and
Professor of Psychology at the University
of Oregon says “Risk does not exist ‘out
there’, independent of our minds and
culture, waiting to be measured. Human
beings have invented the concept of ‘risk’
to help them understand and cope with
the dangers and uncertainties of life.”
Essentially Slovic is saying that risk is
subjective, and it is this subjectivity that
makes effective decision making so
difficult. It is the role of threat
assessment professionals to help
mitigate the effects of this subjectivity by

When an individual makes a threat,
either via email, face-to-face, by phone or
by letter, there is always a motivation and
intent in the communication. To make
effective threat assessments,
practitioners need to identify the
motivation. Understanding the motivation
for a threat enables better analysis of the
probability the threat will be acted upon
and the harm that may follow. The ability
to break threats into their components
through analysis allows for a more
objective view of the situation. This is
something that is crucial when those
involved may be “too close” to the
situation.

